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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS

i presented. For in tance, how

'Some People Are Just Daft!'
0 said a leading
di tributor/merchant
following our comment
in last month's issue. He picked
u on the sentiments we
sed in our cover story
sugge ted that we had only
scratched the surface of the
problem.
He produced evidence from
current consumer pre s
advertisements which clearly
demonstrate that bathroom and
heating "packages" are being
offered to the public at prices
which are less than the best
trade price available through
legitimate channels.
"It's one thing being dragged
into the gutter but why do we
have to kick one another when
we're down there?", he asks.

$

they product suppliers or
contractors - know only too
well how damaging this can be
for professionally-run,
legitimate busine es.
O~I industry

sectors - most
nota y electrical contracting have tackled this practise at
ource. There is now a
Government-recognised
register of electrical contractors
which police basic busine s
practice such as adequate EL
and PL insurance and
compliance with all other
regulatory tax and pension
requirements. This trade
me sage is complemented by a
consumer campaign which
highlights the importance and
necessity of these requirements.
The knock-on effect is that
more and more
The theory is that
consumers are
b foregoing
It's one thing
becoming aware
in on say the
of the need to
'DCll er or bath it's
being dragged
employ only
possible, once the
bona fide,
into the gutter
sale has been
contractors.
concluded, to
but why do we
Something
make it up again
similar in the
on the radiators
have to kick
HVAC sectoror accessories
especially
at
one
another
and fittings.
consumer
level
However, on
when we're
- could do
examining many
wonders for
down there?
of the packages
cleaning up the
currently on
industry. The
offer, there is no
net benefit would be a level
room for manoeuvre on the
playing field for both product
overall package price in relation
uppliers and contractors. There
to the fixtures and fittings. .
would still be room for a certain
So, next under scrutiny are the
competitive edge but uch an
installation costs. Savings are
industry structure would
achieved here by using or
eliminate the uicidal, price-led,
recommending "nixer" labour.
trading policies which afflict
the busine at present.
All bona fide operators - be
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However, to bring about uch a
dramatic change calls for a
major shift in how those within
the industry view themselves.
The products and services this
sector of the con truction
indu try offers the public are
essential yet, this is not
immediately apparent in how it

many householders go to their
dentist or doctor and haggle
over price? The answer is none.
Yet, it is that elf-same public
which seeks - if not insists on ridiculous price reductions from
this industry.
Let's start by demanding our
due respect ... the rest will
follow.

A Statesman Steps Out!
".

POTTERTQ~~J"SON

Richard Louth and Vincent Broderick, Potterton Myson, pictured
at the launch of the new Potterton Statesman range of oil·fired
domestic heating boilers at the company's Belgard Road
headquarters in Dublin recently. See also page 26.
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New styling including 1--_ _informative indicators

Mains connection via
mains plug supplied,
no need to gain access
to control box

Ceramic retarders for
high efficiency heat
transfer

Telescopic balanced flue kits come
complete with terminal guard

L_----

Simple clip-in programmer - two
options, electromechanical or
electronic

Riello G5BF sealed
burner unit complete
with lifetime seal
guarantee

Front access to heat exchanger for
ease of service - no need for
removable worktop

Flame inspection window
Oil filter supplied
as standard

Ducted air complete with quick
release connection

Optional two pipe kit available
complete with 1.2m flexible oil line

~

POTTERTON MYSON

STATESMAN

•

Key Features of the Statesman
• Outputs from 45,000 to 100,000

• Reduced Sound Levels

BtuIh
• Compact: 565mm Deep
• Front Access
• Two Year Warranty

• Complies with European Directives
and Standards

BELGARD ROAD, TALLAGHT, DUBLIN 24. TEL: 01-459 0870. FAX: 01-459 0880.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
pUblication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
The Mechanical Engineering & Building
~s Contractors'
AS:>llciation (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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Jim Bollard and Dan Chambers receiving the ISO 9002 certificate from Liam
Connellan, Certifiation Chairman of the ICQA recently. See also page 27.
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Castle Golf Club
Sponsor: Liberty Air
Technology
Overall Winner: Sean Smith,
Trim, (H12) (44-1) 43pts.
Class 1

First: Niall Power, Elm Park
(H11) 39pts;
Second: Michael Melligan,
Clontarf, (H13), B9 (40-2) 38pts;
Third: Pat Dunphy, Woodbrook
(H 11) 38pts.
Class 2

First: John Lawlor, Blainroe,
(H14),42pts;
Second: Peter Reynolds,
Clontarf, (H16), 39pts;
Third: John English, Hermitage,
(H14), 38pts.

Matchplay Plate Winner - Brendan Bracken with Michael Wyse, BTU
Captain.

Valley, (H11), 21pts;
Second: Jim Nolan,
Edmondstown, (H17), B6,
20pts.

Second: Aidan Shields,
Deerpark, (H10), 34pts;
Third: Tony Delaney, Royal
Dublin, (H9), (34-2), 32pts.

Back Nine

Class 2

First: Tim O'Flaherty,
Knockanally, (H20), B3, 19pts;
Second: Noel McKeown,
Newlands, (H17), B3, 19pts.

First: Brendan Bracken, Trim,
(H13),35pts;
Second: Peter Reynolds,
Clontarf, (H15), 34-1), 33pts;
Third: John Lawlor, Blainroe,
(H13), (33-2), 31pts.

Visitors

First: Martin Keane, Castle,
(H19),38pts;
Second: Norman Rothwell,
Delgany, (H16), 35pts;
Castle Golf Club: Tim O'Flaherty
of Liberty Air Technology,
sponsors.

Class 3

First: Terry Maher, Baltray,
(H21),37pts;
Second: Michael Murphy,
Courtown, (H24), 35pts;
Third: Bill Penrice, Old Conna,
(H24),35pts.
Front Nine

First: Michael Kennedy, Slade

Royal Dublin: ViceCaptain's Prize
Sponsor: J J Sampson
Overall Winner: Tim
O'Flaherty, Knockanally, (H19),
36pts.
Class 1

First: John Ennis,
Westmanstown, (H11), 34pts,
B9;

Class 3

First: T Maher, Baltray, (H21),
34-2), 32pts;
Second: Declan O'Donnell,
Royal Dublin, (H17), 32pts;
Third: Bill Penrice, Old Conna,
(H24), 27pts L6 MM.
Front Nine

First: Michael Murphy,
Courtown, (H23), 18pts;
Second: John Lavelle,
Stackstown, (H11), 17pts L6.
Back Nine

First: Michael Kennedy, Slade
Valley, (H11), 17pts, B9;
Second: Michael Caroll, Slade
Valley, 17pts.
Visitors

First: Stephen Sheehan,
Kilkenny, (H14), 41pts;
Second: B McBride, Howth,
(H17), 37pts;
Third: Garreth Kennedy, Royal
Dublin, (H6), 32pts, B9.
Matchplay Final

Winner: Paul O'Shaughnessy.
Runner-Up: Michael Matthews.
Royal Dublin - BTU Captain Michael Wyse with Michael Carroll and
Dave Sampson, JJ Sampson, sponsors.
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Brendan Bracken.
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TRADE NEWS
HVAC Roadshow Big Success
The recent Bord Tnichtala-organi ed HVAC regional roadshow
series - taking in Dublin, Cork and Limerick and limited to Irish
manufacturers in the sector - proved a major success. The list of
participants included ABS Pumps; Environeering Lld; Grant
Engineering; Kingspan GSP; Lycris Byrne; Mark Eire; Quality
Ceramics; Quality Plastics; Richmond Trading; ROM Plastics;
Thermo-Air; Veha Radiators; and Wavin.
All reported an excellent response at each of the venues with
approximately 220 turning out in Dublin, 120 in Limerick and a
further 160 in Cork.

BSNews will have a full report - including photographs and
product information - in our December issue.

oppercraft Acquires Erin
• Tndu trial Copper Co Lld - which went into liquidation earlier
this year - has been acquired by Coppercraft Lld for an undisclosed
consideration.
Dave Madigan told BSNews that the Erin business and customer base
is being integrated with that of Coppercraft. He also assured Erin
customers of full support facilities in relation to replacements, aftersales service, etc.
Contact: Dave Madigan. Tel: 0 I - 626 5146.

Viking Sai" 90 is tht mltlt of

VIKING

ytars ofmtorch and dtvtwpmtnt to

Touring Roof Units' Dudley headquarters are visitors from Ireland. Martin
Donley; Tom Cummings Managing Director, Environmental Supply
Company; Norman McElnee; and Ray Stokes, Deputy Chairman, Air
Movement Group. They were part of a group of 10 NI consultants who
flew into Birmingham recently to spend a day at Roof Units' headquarters.

Smooth dOltblt skinntd pantls crtatt
an tltgam and attractivt apptoranct

prodltct what is probably tht fintst air handling

and sprcinf fosulltrs allow imfn1lt I1CUSJ. Asfor stai-

rangt availablt.

ing, th~ sysum is so 1ftctilJ~ that it ~xcetds tht

Dtsigntd aroltnd a compltttly ntw framt systtm,

HVAC Gltidt to Itakagt w,ing by a ftctor ofttn.

Viking brilliantly solvts stacking, joining, hanging

Tht Viking r{mgt inclltdts Slimlint, Minislim,

and bast framt rtqltirtmtnts. And tht smooth

Mini Dirtct, Mini Htlt Drivt alld Modltlar as stan-

radiltStd profilt and pltrpost bltil, comm makt tilt

ddrd and ofcoltrst sptcials can be madt to order.

Itnits so much mort comfimablt to handlt.

market led-quality driven

ROOF UNITS GROUP
"

DIYISION

Of

"Ill.

MOVEMENT

GROUP

DAN CHAMBERS LTD. 68 MOYLE ROAD, DUBLIN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN 11. TEL: 8303 222 FAX:8308 888
ENVIRONMANTAL SUPPLY Co. LTD. UNIT 1, 10 PRINCE REGENT ROAD, BELFAST BTS 6QR TEL: 0232 402100 FAX: 0232 402123

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Numbers Up ... But Take Down!

RADIATORS

atest figures for the radiator market in Ireland point to declining market
values but greatly increased unit sales. In 1992, BSNews estimated that
the total radiator market was worth in the region of £13 million with
unit sales standing at 320.000. Today we estimate the corresponding situation
to be £10 million and over 400,000 units.
It's difficult to break this down precisely by way of each radiator market
segment. Nonetheless, most commentators agree that the commerciaUdomestic
ratio is approximatelyf 30%nO%, with tubes accounting for the vask bulk of
commercial sales.
These figures are hardly surprising. Margins throughout the entire building
services sector have taken a severe knock in recent years. Talk of 50% and
60% off the quoted list price for radiators is commonplace. Not that that makes
it acceptable or desirable.

Potterton Myson
Radiators:
Innovation and
Quality
Following an extensive development
programme, Potterton Myson now
offers the most comprehensive range
of steel panel radiators on the market.
These include the Supaline range of
steel panel radiators; the Premier HE
range of round-top radiators; and the
range of low-surface temperature
radiators (LST) now being
increasingly specified.
Premier HE is the very latest round-

..

,.

L

However, there are some positive pointers on the horizon. The country's
overall economy has improved significantly with construction output set to
rise by at least 7% over the coming 12 months. There are also reports of office
space shortages in Dublin. Taken together, these factors justify an optimistic if
not bullish outlook.
However, this upturn ironically coincides with similar if not even greater
improvements in the economies of many other European and worldwide
countries. Manufacturers - geared for the lesser market requirement sof recent
years - are not capable of reacting fast enough. The result is projected
shortfalls and subsequent price increases in basic raw materials such as steel
and the like.
These price increases must be reflected down the line and will undoubtedly
come to bear on radiators sooner rather than later. While undesirable on the
one hand, it may help shift the emphasis away from price-led sales and
marketing strategies to ones concentrating on quality, benefits and
performance outputs.
The outlook for the radiator sector - as indeed for all other aspects of the
building services industry - is definitely optimistic. Nonetheless, real benefits,
i.e., profits, will only accrue if the industry at large
insists on price levels which reflect realistic - and justifiable - margins.

Above: Premier
HE from
Potterton
Myson.

top radiator from Potterton Myson.
Following on from the successful
Premier range, the model produces an
increase in output per square foot of
up to 12% on single convectors and
19% extra for double convectors.
These high-efficiency outputs have
been achieved by a radical redesign
of the convector plate. In addition to
these increases in outputs, Potterton
Myson has developed a new paint
coat that gives a smooth, white, hardwearing finish that fully complies
with the RAL European colour
specification. To give still further
choice, there are eight new sizes that
include a radiator only 11" wide.
Every radiator is pressure tested
before it leaves the factory, and is
double wrapped to ensure it reaches
site in prime condition. Each radiator

Supaline RS from Potterton Myson

4 BSNews. October/November 1994
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~IS BHIND IT THAT

WPREMIER H.£
051 EFFICIENT ROUNDTOP

PREMIER H

Look behind the new Myson

But there's more behind the new Premier HE than just fins. To help

Premier HE radiator and you'll see a brand new, high efficiency
convector design that delivers more heat output per square
metre than any other roundtop radiator in Europe today,

your customers, we're offering a free computer program, suitable for

E]uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu[3
Myson's unique new, high output 40mm convector.

any IBM PC or compatible. Easy to use, it will specify the new Premier
HE radiators needed for any size of installation.
And the biggest plus of all, the new Premier HE is backed by the
full strength of Pollerton Myson, one of Europe's largest manufacturers
of

In line with the current taste for compact, more efficient and less
obtrusive designs, your customers will be able to specify a smaller

heating products, by major investments in product development and

research, and by a nationwide sales and service organisation designed
to help you grow your business.

convector radiator to achieve the desired heat output at no extra cost.

•

As well as increasing efficiency, we've increased the range of sizes.
More sizes, more choice. Elegant, stylish and with a
5-year warrilJlty, the new Premier HE range has an
even higher quality paint finish to a European RAL
specification. And improved packaging makes storage
and handling easier.
Published
by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994

•

~
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PRODUCT REVIEW
RADIATORS
carries a five-year warranty against
manufacturing defects.
Computers are a part of everyday life
and to help select the most co teffective radiator, Potterton Myson
has produced a unique software
package, the Potterton Myson
Heatloss Manager programme. In
addition to calculating heat loss and
selecting radiators, it will also size
and select the boiler from the
extensive Potterton Myson range and
allow for the preparation of costing
for materials and labour.
Supaline is a seam-top radiator which
has recently benefited from several
improvements. The back of the
radiator is now finished to the same
high standard as the front, the paint
specification complying to the RAL
9003, the internationally-recognised
colour standard. There is also a top
grille and end panel option kit.
Supaline is available in 161 different
models, four heights - 12", IT', 23",
29"; four types - single panel, single
convector, double panel extra, double
convector; and in lengths up to 126".
Low surface temperature - designed
so the surface temperature does not
exceed 43°C, the LST radiator is
becoming increasingly popular for
installation in such buildings as
hospitals, day centres, schools, etc.
An optional bottom cover allows
enclosure of all exposed pipework
within the LST enclosure. Standard
radiator valves may be used or,
alternatively, a range of speciallydesigned thermostatic controls.
The Potterton Myson range of LST
radiators are available in 40 models
comprising two types - super and
super plus; four heights - 840mm,
690mm, 540mm, 400mm; and five
lengths - 680mm, 1000mm,
1320mm, l640mm, l800mm.
Full details from Potterton Myson
(IrI) Ltd, Belgard Road, Dublin 24.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870;
Fax: 01 - 459 0880.

Merriott Radiators Continued Growth
and Investment
Merriott Radiators, the specification
division of Barlo Group, continues to
expand its markets at home and
abroad. New plant is being
commissioned at present which will
double the Clonmel factory's
capacity in the new year.
Coupled to this is the enlargement of
the Merriott stock range. Vertical
panel and column radiators have been

simplifying the selection process and
offering the designer greater technical
support.
Projects under construction or
supplied recently include Dublin
Castle refurbishment; Lough Derg
Basilica; Cashel VEC; Law Library,
Church Street, Dublin; Tallaght Civic
Offices and Tory Island Hotel.
Details from Merriott Radiators Ltd,
Unit 2 Broomhill Business Park,
Broomhill Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 0I - 4536213 (Tipperary) 052 22822; Fax: 01 - 4596123 (Tipperary)
052 - 24729.

The Ark Life Assurance headquarters in Burlington Road, Dublin where Merriott was
specificed throughout.

added, as well
as the new
slim-line
column
radiator.
Early in 1995
Merriott are
bringing their
range of
radiavectors to
the market.
This range of
low-line
models will
reflect
Merriott'
committment
to serving all
market sectors.
A new
technical
catalogue is
due before the
end of the
year,

Imaginative services integration by Merriott at the Ark Life Assurance
Headquarters in Burlington Road, Dublin.

6 BSNews, October/November 1994
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INTRODUCING ... THE
NEW-LOOK VEHA

L

I

M

I

T E

o

Illustrated here is the new-look VEHA logo, introduced as part of the
company's ongoing revitalisation of its image and market presentation. Veha's
product portfolio is all-embracing, covering the domestic and
commercial/industrial sectors. All requirements are catered for, a particular
advantage being the company's ability to produce tailor-made, customised
radiators. Equally important is the quality procedures employed throughout
the entire production process.

Contact
Jim O'Reilly and his team
Area Representatives
Tommy Kelly
Stephen Christy
Ger Hegarty

Internal Sales
Eugene O'Neill
Geoff Birkbeck
Georgette Doyle

VEHA Radiators Ltd, The Murrough, Wicklow.
Tel: 0404 - 67278; Fax: 0404 - 67731
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994
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C~NSU!'4!dI\TE style personified

in distinctive panel., column

.' .

,
and lST radiators by Merriott.

:

-

:

Bold form and im'aginat!~e.colour,

bringi~g visual excitement to

"

.

inspire your interior,

Uncompromising quality and
perform'ance

unchallenged

leaving yo~ free to go where'
your imagination takes you,

."

9

RA D I ATO R 5 wi 'h room for 'he imag in tia n

MERRlorT

UNIT

2.

BROOMHILL

RADIATORoS

BROOMHILl

ROAD. TALlAGHT.

PH 0 N E 0 I

DUBLIN

24~

"596123

MERRIOTT RADIATORS
ROAD.

.

PARX.

459 6 2 ~ 3 • 4 5 9 6.2.0 9

FA¥ 01

DAVIS

LTO .•

BUSIN£SS

·.1 Merriott

ClONM£l,

IT'O.,

Co. TIPPERARY

• PHON'E 052 228'22
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss10/1
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Concept 2000

RADIATORS

The Concept 2000 range of radiators from Heatmerchants are suppl ied
complete with concealed wall brackets and all necessary plugs, screws and
connections. They are shrink-wrapped and padded for extra protection during
transport, storage and fitting.
There are two types available - Type I a~d Type 2.

Barlo-New
Developments

Type I (one heater panel and one convector plate). These are very slim and
discreet radiators. Ideal for halls, bathrooms, and where space is limited. Top
and side cover grills are al 0 available.

In line with Group policy of
continuous product development,
Barlo have updated and improved
their range of rolled-top radiators.
These changes have greatly enhanced
the overall appearance of the radiator
as well as improving performance. A
new model has been added to the
range to fill the gap between the
single panel and double panel
convectors. It is known as the DP+
and offers a slimmer appearance than
the normal double panel convector.

Type 2 (two heater panels and one convector plate). This is a powerful range
with the slimmest possible profile. These allow the extra heat potential of 2heater panels in a non-bulky design.
All concept 2000 radiators are covered by a 7-year manufacturer's guarantee
which provides for a replacement product immediately, should a
manufacturer's fault be detected.
All radiators in the range are manufactured from 1.25mm cold-rolled, fullyfinished steel and pressure tested to 8-bars, suitable for 6-bar usage. Primer
coated and finished with super epoxy paint, they are suitable for use in open
or closed indirect heating systems, whether single or twin pipe.
AJI heat outputs are in accordance with BS 3528 and also conform to UNI,
ISO DIN & NF Standards.

Improvements in the design of the
double panel convector have
increased output performance by
approximately 7 In%.

Details from Heatmerchants Ltd, 3 Kylemore Park North, Kylemore Road,
Dublin 10. Tel: 01-6231248; Fax: 01-6231253.

Chappee Elegance
When it comes to enhancing any
location Chappee cast iron radiators
have no peers. Their wide range of
radiators offers a variety of styles and
elegance unrivalled by any other
manufacturer.

I

The Barlo rolled top radiator with an angle for customer requirements.

The end profile of the radiator has
been restyled, with the airvent now
discreetly located at the rear of the
panel. A plastic cap has been
designed to cover the airvent and
afford protection.
In conjunction with product
development, the length available
have also been revised. The length
increments are now in convenient
100mm steps between 500mm and
1400mm, and in 200mm increments

thereafter up to 2400mm.
Barlo has of course maintained its
range of six heights - 220mm,
320mm, 420mm, 520mm, 620mm
and 720mm - which gives the
customer the widest choice to cho e
from.
Further details available from Barlo
Sales (Irl) Ltd, Davis Road, Clonmel,
Co Tipperary. Tel: 052 - 22822;
(Dublin) 01 - 459 6099; Fax: 05224729; (Dublin) 01 - 459 6123.

The "Floreal" cast iron radiator, with
its delicate classic inlaid floreal
detail, offers traditional
craftsmanship to complement and
provide the finishing touches to
period buildings, restaurants,
hospitality suits, pubs, conference
facilities etc.
Chappee also manufactures the
"Dune" cast-iron traditional columnstyle radiator which is available in a
comprehensive range of heights,
depths and lengths to suit any
commercial or residential application.
Complementing these is a more
modern range of cast iron radiators,
including the "Carat", which is a
vertical flat surface cast iron radiator.
Also available in this modern style is
the "Savane".
Details from Hevac Ltd, 70/77 Lower
Dor et Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01 - 830
1211; Fax: 01 - 8301990.
BSNews. October/November 1994 9
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ANOTHER SIDE OF...

VRoome VRoome In
An E-Type ••••
A
nyone who even
remotely knows
Dave Roome of DC
Compute Air knows that he
is a classic car enthusiast,
particularly taken with Etype Jaguars. He owns one
beautiful pre-Iaunch
specimen which came from
only the second batch
shipped from the factory
and he is currently lovingly
restoring yet another.
Among his other classic
cars is a Triumph Stag
while his "day car" is the
current model, 4-litre, XJ6
sport.

The buzz for Dave lies in
the intrinsic beauty of the Etypes, though he is also
taken with the sheer power
under the bonnet. He
spends hours and hours of
his spare time restoring
cars and even more time
still foraging out original
parts and bits and pieces.
This can take him all over
the country and to every
part of England as well.
"Even if you could get
retrofit parts", says Dave,
"it's not the same. It must
be the genuine original
article".
Dave is Chairman of the
Irish Jaguar & Daimler Club
and he and his fellowenthusiasts manage to
combine their passion for
classic cars with a number
of charity fund-raising
events which generate
substantial sums each year
for the nominated charities
involved.
10 BSNews, October/November 1994
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Their biggest event by far is
the summer get-together in
the grounds of St
Augustine's School in
Carysfort Avenue,
Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Apart from Jaguar owners,
virtually every other classic
car club in the country
participates. Under the
aegis of the Irish Veteran &
Vintage Car Club, the Irish
Jaguar & Daimler Club
brings nearly 30 separate
car clubs together. This
year there were over 600
cars on display worth a
combined total of
approximately £6 million!

.

Classic car owners
travelled from all corners of
Ireland and England to be
part of this prestigious
event, with 30 Fiat 500
owners coming from
Holland. They received a
Garda escort from the ferry
to Carysfort Avenue. A total
of £27,000 was raised for
the school on the day.
The Club also organises a
pre-Christmas outing for
underprivileged children
each year. Santa arrives naturally enough by E-ty
Jaguar - and the childre
are treated to a party meal
and presented with gifts.
As Chairman, Dave is
responsible for 17 outings
in all this year, in addition to
the six issues of the Club's
magazine. Being Chairman
is all but a full-time job in
itself and Dave has
certainly put in the hours so
far this year. Still, he's not
complaining. He's obviously
got the bug and there's no
changing that.
So, next time you see him
VRoome by, give him a
wave.
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connection. This gas outlet
connection is fianged and is
suitable for supporting a mild steel
guyed insulated chimney of up to
12 meters high from floor level.

PRODUCT REVIEW
BC>ILERS

Cochran
Calpac
The Cochran Calpac range of
horizontal hot water boilers are of
the three-pass, wet-back design
and of all-welded construction.
High, medium or low pressure
units are available to suit the
specified system pressure.
Materials and manufacturing
procedures are in accordance
with the relevant British Standards
(BS), but designs to other
internationally-recognised codes
are also available. The Calpac is
just one of the many types of shell
boilers manufactured by Cochran
Boilers.

Calpac hot water boiler rated at
2960kW (10.1 Million Btu/h) fitted
with dual fuel burner from HR
Holfeld.

The boiler has a cylindricalshaped furnace into which the
combustion appliance fires and
the products of combustion pass
from the furnace into a watercooled combustion chamber. The
hot gasses then pass to the front
of the boiler through the first bank
of tubes and then reverse through
the second bank of tubes to the
rear of the boiler where they are
discharged via the gas outlet

The boiler water return connection
for units of 1319kW and above is
fitted with a patented water
circulating device which permits a
wide differential between flow and
return temperatures without the
need for an external shunt pump.
Mounted on the side of the boiler
is an electrical control panel fitted
with isolator, motor starter,
sequence timer, photo-electric
equipment, relays, on/off/auto
controls, alarm bells, burner
controls, thermostats, "operating"
and "fault" indicating lamps, fuses
and integral electrical wiring.
Interconnecting electrical wiring to
the control panel from the burner
and thermostats is included.
Cochran Burners have been
purpose-designed for firing the

I

Industrial Power Group

COCHRAN BOILERS
Manufacturers of Industrial Steam and hot water boilers
Range 50kglhr to 32,000 kglhr - Steam
50kW to 21,000 kW - hot water

Fuels: oil, gas, dual fuel, solid fuel
Agent

COCHRAN BOILERS
Newbie Works, Annan,
Dumfriesshire DG 12 5QU
Scotland.
Telephone: 0461 202111
Telex: 37581 NEIICG
Fa~: 0461 205511

H.R. HOLFELD (ENG.) LTD
2-4 Merville Road,
Stillorgan, Dublin.
Tel: (24 hrs) 01 - 2887361
+353 1 2887361 (int!.)
Telex: 9340;0 HLFD El
Fax: 01 - 2836293/2887380
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PRODUCT REVIEW

BC>ILERS
Calpac range of boilers. These
burners are suitable for firing most
liquid and gaseous fuels and dual
fuel burner units are also
available. Burners of other
manufacture may be fitted to the
Calpac boiler if preferred.
The Calpac is efficiently insulated
and to obviate rusting of the
casings the boiler is clad in
"stucco" type aluminium sheeting.
All other external surfaces are
painted prior to despatch to give a
first-class finish to the boiler. The
top boiler casing is stiffened to
form a flat platform area for
access.
The Cochran burner range is
designed to reduce air pollution
and to meet probable future
legislation or environmental
standards.
Contact HR Holfeld (Engineering)
Ltd 2/4 Merville Road, Stillorgan,
Co 'Dublin. Tel: 01 - 288 7361;
Fax: 01 - 283 6293.

A 0 Smith.
BT multiflue commercial/industrial
direct-fired water heaters are
available in three control options.
BTA: Standard units supplied with
a control system including triple
thermostatic control and in-built
frost protection;
BTC: energy-saving units with
controls as described above and
additionally an integral7-day
programmable time clock and
energy saving flue damper, to
significantly reduce the standing
losses;
BT Tronic: A microprocessorcontrolled water heater
incorporating the flue damper
system and computer technology

for efficient and flexible operation.
Standard features on the BT
Tronic include:A programme to provide
protection against Legionnaire's
disease;
Four "on/off" periods daily with
facility to set different
temperatures during each period;
Full front protection of both water
heater and system pipework;
Self learning anticipatory
programme;
Full breakdown and error code
display;
AO Smith BT multiflue water
heaters fully comply with the NHS
Guidelines for the prevention of
legionnaires disease.

Sime
The Sime 2R Series of cast iron medium commercial size sectional
boilers, for operation on either oil or gas, represent the ideal choice
for customers who demand quality, efficiency and reliability. The 2R
boilers comply with the latest EEC Standards dealing with energy
saving and protection of the environment.
Multiple staggered pins on the section absorb maximum heat transfer
while providing minimum draught loss. The attractively styled red
casing of epoxy-powder coated steel panels complete with a
matching front mounted control facia, provide thermal insulation of
the boiler block.
The boiler is available in
outputs from 100 to 180kW
and is supplied fully
assembled.
Sime also produce a range
of cast iron atmospheric
gas fired boilers in two
ranges. The RMG range of
boilers with outputs from
77 to 100kW and the RS
fUlly automatic range with
outputs from 111 to 287
kW provide an economical
solution to most heating
requirements.
Contact Hevac Ltd, 70172
Lower Dorset Street,
Dublin 1. Tel: 01 - 830
1211; Fax: 01 - 8301990.
Let: Sime high-efficiency,
cast iron boilers trom
Hevac.
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inspection covers. An adjustable
horizontal draught diverter is
included.
All BT water heaters are supplied
with pilot burner ignition as
standard. As an option, an
automatic ignition system is
available and suitable for each
control option. Automatic ignition
is via a ceramic hot surface igniter
which is controlled by a soft light
gas valve. This reliable ignition
system will, due to its high
operating temperature (1300°C),
ignite very low concentrations of
gas and ensures positive ignition
at all times.
Unlike some electronic spark
ignition systems, a hot surface
igniter will cause no electromagnetic interference with other
electrical equipment such as BMS
systems, computers etc.
Contact Taney Distributors Ltd,
Unit 4, Riversdale Industrial
Estate, Bluebell Avenue, Dublin
12. Tel: 01 - 450 8120; Fax: 01 4500651.

Each water heater is supplied with
an electric control system
comprising a control box with
terminal connection block, on/off
switch, temperature selection dial,
and dual control thermostat
providing adjustable temperature
regulation (range 40 - 70°C) and
pre-set frost protection (20°C) a
pre-set high limit thermostat
(85°C) linked in series with the
control thermostat and an
additional pre-set (95°C) overheat
cut-out device, connected to the
ECO safety shut off device which
shuts down the heater in the
event ot.high temperature being
sensed in the water heater.
Every BT multi-flue water heater
is delivered as a fully-assembled
unit with 40mm of high density
CFC-free foam insulation and a
brown stove-enamelled steel
casing with two waterway
From A 0 Smiths' 8T multiflame
commerciallindustrial direct-fired
water heaters. Contact: Taney
Distributors.

When it comes to water heaters, considering
anything other than BT is a waste of energy.

• 3 YEAR WARRANTY AGAINST TANK LEAKAGE.
• Manufactured in Europe to ISO 9002 quality standard.
• Comprehensive sizing and technical assistance available.
• Service network throughout Ireland.
• Full range of natural gas and LPG units
stocked from 30 to 400 gallons
per hour recovery.

4)
A.D.

"ITN

WATER HEATERS

Energy Management At It's Best.
T ANEY DISTRIBUTORS
Unit 4, Riverdale Industrial Estate, Bluebell Avenue, Dublin 12
Telephone: 4508120/4565475/4566742 Fax: 4500051
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994
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Chappee
Chappee will shortly be
introducing their new "NXR3" and
"NXR4" range of cast iron
sectional boilers for oil, gas and
dual fuel applications. Based on
their highly-successful "XR"
range, the "NXR" boilers offer
substantial energy savings which
minimise the polluting emissions.
The large chamber capacity
provides a more environmentally
sound combustion and coupled
with the cast iron economisers
which dramatically improve the
heat transfer surface, provide
enhanced efficiencies up to
85.5%.
Access to the combustion

chamber can be easily gained
through hinged burner doors and
the chamber has been designed
to enable horizontal cleaning for
more simple, faster and better
maintenance.

The "NXR3" range is available
fully assembled with an output
range of 70-290 kW combined
with smaller flue diameters while
the "NXR4" range is available in
outputs from 260-800 kW.

The "NXR" range still maintain the
stylish casing with its high level of
insulation (100mm) to reduce
standing losses considerably.

Contact Hevac Ltd, 70172 Lower
Dorset Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01 830 1211; Fax: 01 - 830 1990.

Chappee - Cut-away of the new NXR4 oil-gas cast iron boiler from Hevac.

AMWO THY'S NEW BOILER
A natural successor to the hugely popular UR, the Purewell is an all,new gas,fired boiler complying with all European

legislation, and delivering even greater efficiency, reliability and flexibility.

1111111I11111
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Hamworthy
Hamworthy Heating have recently
launched their "Purewell" range of
cast iron atmospheric gas-fired
modular boilers. Designed to
succeed the existing "UR" range,
the "Purewell" is fully
eurocertified, bearing the "CE"
mark and has many "state-of-theart" features, some of which are
patent applied for, including gasflow share valves which reduce
fuel consumption and the radiant
baffle which reduces heat loss.
The "Purewell" range comprises
eight basic models with outputs
from 40 to 120 kW. The modular
configuration allows infinitelyvariable outputs, tailoring output
to the individual load requirement
and providing maximum

WITH

installation flexibility. Options
available are the permanent pilot
and the automatic option
electronic gas valve technology,
permitting a low-flame start and
eliminating boiler "hunting". The
fully automatic version is also
available in high/Iow operation.
The forthcoming European
directives on gas heating
appliances express the
importance that is to be placed
upon customers and
manufacturers alike. With these
Directives in mind, Hamworthy
have produced a high-efficiency,
low NOx reliable boiler that
assures the customer of
conformity with European
standards and the requirements of
the marketplace.
Hamworthy also manufacture the
"Wessex" high-efficiency pre-mix
gas-fired modular boilers in 50kW
and 200kW modules. With its
fully-automatic efficient pre-mix
combustion, the "Wessex"
provides a rapid-response,
compact, highly-efficient boiler

with NOx levels less than 50ppm.
at 3% 0 2 .
To complement the boiler range,
Hamworthy manufacture the
"Forstron 400" packaged fan
dilution system. Together with its
space-saving design, it also
provides ease of installation with
low noise levels of 67 dBA.
Contact Hevac Ltd, 70/72 Lower
Dorset Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01 830 1211; Fax: 01 - 830 1990.

Hamworthy Heatings' Purewell
gas-fired boilers from Hevac.

A FAMOUS PEDIGREE
Industrial. Commercial & Domestic Heating

70fl2 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 8301211, Fax: 8301990.
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Uncertainty & Confusion
Spoiling Profit Opportunity
While the factual situation in relation to the phasing out of certain refrigerant gase - and the
related impact that it will have on refrigeration equipment - is quite clear, the market reaction at
ground level eems uncertain, confused and undecided.
What hould be a major busines opportunity for both contractor, gas supplier and equipment
manufacturer alike is instead turning into a major headache.
Clients are not being sold up. Contractors in particluiar appear caught in a price-cutting piral
which has seen significant margin erosion over a relatively short space of time. This in turn has
impacted on the supply of refrigeration equipment and related controls and acce ories. This is true
- though in varying degrees - for both the commercial and industrial refrigeration sector.
All involved agree that it is an undesirable development and one which, if left unchecked, will do
serious permanent damage to what has hitherto been quite a well-structured business.
The question is ... how can the matter be tackled? Obviously, it requires all concerned to get
together to pool their resources and respective strengths. However, as one leading upplier has
pointed out, this forum - should it materialise - must not concern itself with price. While it is
undoubtedly the buring issue of the day, it i but a symptom of a much wider malaise afflicting the
indu try.
The olution lie in equipment manufacturers, gas suppliers and contractor coming together to
di cu openly and hone tly a whole range of i ues relating to refrigeration sector. If that can be
achieved and the quality of product and services raised to comply with profe ional tandards and
properly regulated codes of practice, then the price i sue will become irrelevant.
It's a tall order but one which, if even half successful, would greatly increase the profe sionali m of
the refrigeration sector and thereby its tanding within the.lJuilding ervice network and propensity
for profit.

The Renaissance
of Ammonia-NH3
RSL Ireland has devoted much time over
the last few years to the introduction of
the new ICI KJea refrigerants. The market
in Ireland ha not yet really wakened to
the fact that in two months time there will
be no more manufacturing or importing
of CFC refrigerants into the European
community.
The only alternatives available now are
the exi ting HCFCS, eg R22, which are
also under death sentence very soon; the
new HFCS such as the KJea range from
IC]; for very small system there is some
intere t in butane and a gas that has been
around ince the very start of mechankal
refrigeration, Ammonia-NH3.
Due to the very simple plant and
installation technology, the pos ibility
u e hermetic and semi-hermetic
compre sors and the lack of safety
regulations that surround it, ammonia lost
popularity in the past for medium and
small installations.
Ireland, intere tingly, was one of the few
countries in Europe where a strong
ammonia tradition stayed alive and the
percentage of such installations - and of

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS FOR REFRIGERATION

&

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Danfoss Thermostatic Expansion valves
(R22/R134a/R404a RI2/R502)
Sight Glasses 1/4" - 7/8"
Solenoid valves (1/4" - 2 1/8")
Filter Driers
Hand Valve & Ball Valve
Pre ure Regulators
Thermo tatic and Pres ure Switches

+
*
Our Package -

Full range of condensing unit for
R22/R l34a Low/medium/high back
pressure from 1/4 h.p. to 1 1/2 h.p.

Your Solution

J.J.SAI1PSOI&SO LTD.
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate
Dublin 10

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss10/1
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Screw Compre ors - Bitzer i the most
important manufacturer of screw
compre or in the medium and maller
range. Connected in parallel, these offer
many advantage over single, larger
models in term of energy and safety
standby.
Both the e range may be operated as
ingle- tage; ingle tage with
economiser; and booster 2-stage.
Details from RSL (Ireland) Ltd, 48
Robinhood Industrial Estate, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22. Tel: 01 - 450 8011; Fax: 0 I 4567512; Cork Office - Tel: 021 317221; Fax: 021 - 317222.

A Revolutionary
Evolution

Bitzer is one of the most important manufacutrers of screw compressors in the
medium capacity range. Details from RSL (Ireland) Ltd.
contractors capable of using it - is
significantly larger than in the UK for
example. Some Irish contractors have
been uccessfullately in the newlyemerging UK ammonia market.
The emergence of environmental
problems like the ozone and greenhou e
effect have revitalized interest in
ammonia. RSL has a complete range of
equipment available to utilise ammonia,
rols, Kuba evaporators, BAC
en ers and Bitzer compressors, etc.
More and more the market is looking for
smaller ammonia capacities with
minimum refrigerant charge and
continuous oil return requiring less
ervice and simple control.
RSL i even capable of supplying either
in parts or fully-built-up packaged
chiller that operate on ammonia.
H3 compres or technology - as H3
react chemically with copper, bra etc,
it can only be u ed with open type
comprcssors using external drive motors.
Piston Compressors - Since the early
1960's Bitzer ha a fully-developed and
mature range of 2- and 6-cyl i nder NH3
compressors. 2-cylinder models for use
down to five horsepower have just been
added.

The new instruments in the Carel Infrared
eries from J J Samp on are the re ult of
the company' long experience in th
refrigeration ector, high technology and
innovation. Carel ha managed to
enhance its actual products lines - S90
and CR32 - by developing smaller, yet
more functional and advanced

Danfoss Biflow Filter Driers
Danfo s is introducing a eries of filter driers, type DB, suitable for use in liquid
lines on rever ible air conditioning system, heat pumps and refrigeration
systems.
DB filter driers have built-in check valve which ensure that refrigerant liquid
alway flows from the outer side of the filter core towards the centre. Thu all dirt
particle are retained, irrespective of flow direction.
Biflow filter contain the familiar combination core used in DN filter driers,
con i ting of 3A molecular ieves, silica gel and activated aluminium. This core
can be used irrespective of whether the refrigerant i HFC of HCFC, and
irrespective of whether the oil is polyolester or mineral.
The combination en ure fast and effective absorption of moisture a well a
organic and inorganic acids.
When building up heat pump or AlC y tems for alternate winter and summer
operation, the u e of biflow filter can - depending on the type of y tem - ave
up to ten older connections. This reduces production co ts and the number of
potential leakage point.
Features include:• Optimum flow characteristics and dirt retention;
• The check valve y tern is not sensitive to dirt;
• The check valve y tern gives minimum re triction, irrespective of flow
direction;
• Effective dirt retention down to 15 IJm;
• No dirt released by reversing the flow direction.
Detail from J J Sampson & Son Ltd, 71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin IO.Tel:01-6268111;Fax:01-6269334.
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instruments where high-quality
standards and innovation combine in
just one compact instrument called
Infrared.

possible to connect two temperature
probes commutable by means of the
dedicated digital input.
IR32M is available with wide range or
universal power source and erial link
output;

Up to now the complicated
programming procedures relative to the
use of multifunction control instruments
for the refrigeration sector have often
discouraged both OEMs and end-users.
Carel has overcome this problem.

1R32P: Electronic digital thermostat
with defrost control for ventilated units
working at low temperature ranges IR32P has been specifically designed
for the control of temperature and
defrost cycles in ventilated refrigeration
units working at low temperature
ranges.

Today, programming an electronic
controller is an extremely simple
procedure as easy as turning up or down
the volume of a television.

It controls defrost, compres or and

With Carel's infrared there are three
different programming modes. The
controllers can be programmed using
the remote control, acting on the keys
on the front panel of the instrument, or
through the input/output series board.

evaporator fans according to the user's
specific application requirements.
IR32P needs to be connected to a power
module equipped with transformer.
There are two power modules available:

Key features of the various models in
the series are as follows:-

RDPW2, din rail mounting, with three
relays (compressor, fan and defrost), for
compressors up to I HP single phase;
and OEM4PWR, panel or din rail
mounting (with dedicated TDP case),
and a fourth relay as multifunction
digital output;

IR32M: Electronic Digital
Thermometer - It displays the
temperature in the range -40/+ 130°C of
a refrigeration unit with decimal point
precision from -19.9/+19.9. It is

IR32C: Electronic digital thermostat
with defrost control equipped with 4
relays. It represents the ideal solution
to applications in ventilated
refrigeration units working at low
temperature ranges. Three relays are
dedicated to the control of compressor,
evaporator fan and defrost; the fourth
relay is used a multifunction digital
output.
Details from J J Sampson & Son Ltd, 71
Cherry
Orchard
Industrial
Estate, Dublin
10. Tel: 01 62681 I I;
Fax: 01 - 626
9334.
Carellnfrared

-a
revolutionary
evolution in
programming
instruments
for
refrigeration
from J J
Sampson &
Son Ltd.

Baltimore Aircoil
ICE
CHILLER

Air Pump

Covers

Coil

Ice-Logic
Ice Thickness
Controller

THERMAL STORAGE
PRODUCTS
Benefits
o LOWER ENERGY COSTS

o
o

o

REDUCED MAXIMUM
DEMAND
INCREASED SYSTEM
FLEXmILITY
COMPETITIVE FIRST COST
Air Distribution

Represented by
RSL (Ireland) Ltd, 48 Robinhood Industrial Estate, Clondalkin, Dublin 22. Tel: 01 - 450 8011; Fax: 01 - 456 7512
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Cork Contractors
Take Initiative
he Alliance of Heating and
Plumbing Contractors is an
active group of heating and
plumbing contractors based in
Cork. Its members range from
those who carry out the smallest
of plumbing jobs to those engaged
in large commercial and industrial
.nstallations.

T

ince it was founded the Alliance
of Heating and Plumbing
Contractors has been actively
involved in the trade in Cork. Its
members offer a complete range
of services from bathroom
plumbing to complete heating
installation and maintenance.
Satisfied customers are the main
source of business.
"In Cork this is the way the
business is done and the referral
system has proven to be a winner
in creating new business
opportunities and is, by its nature,
an extra assurance for customers",
says Neil Hurley, Chairman of the
Alliance.
any of the Alliance members are
authorised natural gas installers
and are on the Bord Giiis approved
installers panel.
These contractors are constantly
updating their skills by attending
training courses provided by the
gas installation training section at
FAS in Bishopstown, Cork.

actively involved in the running of
the Alliance.
Each year a new committee to
over ee the general running of the
alliance is elected with various
sub-committees carrying out
different tasks as they arise.
The most recent activity was the
annual dinner dance which
attracted a capacity attendance in
the Country Club Hotel. The
evening was a great success with
an attendance which included
contractors, merchants, suppliers
and fuel companies. For the
second year the main sponsor was

Acorn Plumbing.
"In our endeavours to expand, the
Alliance is always looking for new
ways to forge links with those
involved in the heating and
plumbing trade. This is the key to
the future for the Alliance and
helps to strengthen the
As ociation and increase benefits
for members", said Neil.
Executive committee members
are: Neil Hurley, Chairman; Gary
Tobin, Vice-Chairman; Michael
Duff, Secretary; Sean O'Sullivan,
Treasurer; Paul Terry, PRO; Barry
Philpott and Paul O'Connell.

The Alliance is very aware of the
need to provide good standards
and is always working to that end.
Benefits for members is a priority
with the Alliance. Ongoing
projects include the group PLI
schemes which reduce expensive
insurance costs.
A the Association is made up of
individual contractors, all
members are invited to become
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Copperfast Legionella
Control from Coppercraft
oppercrafts'recent
introduction of TarnPure has finally made
available in Ireland one of the
most efficient - and costeffective - methods of
controlling legionella bacteria.
Whether it's a swimming pool,
hospital or commercial
application, Tarn-Pure has a
solution.
The Tarn-Pure™ system was
originally developed in
England in 1980 and was
subsequently granted
worldwide patents. Exhaustive
research, undertaken by
independent and recognised
research institutes and
universities, proved its wide
range efficacy and ability to
inhibit the growth of waterborne viruses, bacteria and
algae.
Tarn-Pure™ ionisation is an
accepted method of water
disinfection and is now
employed by hospitals, hotels,
the food and beverage industry,
vehicle production washing,

C
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HotCirt:\1I1
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Kitchens

Ho<
Waler

.....
Hot and Cold Water in Hospitals, Hotels, Office Blocks etc

processing and manufacturing.
Applications include hot and
cold water systems, cooling
towers, fountains, humidifiers,
swimming and therapy pools.
Tarn-Pure™ operates by
releasing a minute stream of
silver and copper ions from an
electrode cell powered by a
solid-state electronic control

pH Control
Main Circulation

Pool
Acid

Swimming Pool Application
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Pump

and monitoring system. The
treated water is within
whole ome (potable) water
standards. The ions permeate
throughout all areas of water
circuits, including low usage
outlets and "dead legs".
The Tarn-Pure™ system has
been developed, tested and
installed worldwide over the
last 12 years in some 12,000
sites.,
Tarn-Pure™ stands alone as the
most effective "on line" means
of controlling legionella and its
harbouring biofilm, without the
necessity of ongoing chemical,
pasteurisation, flushing and
maintenance costs.
Other benefits are immediate
cost savings on specific
functions:- installation is
simple; it is environmentally
friendly; and, in legal terms,
stands as evidence that
satisfactory and proven
methods of protection are
installed.
Contact: Dave Madigan. Tel:
01 - 626 5146.
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CONTROL LEGIONELLA
BACTERIA

--------------

THE PROVEN COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
LIQUID SANITIZER

I TS
Aminute stream of silver and copper ions are
released by an electrode cell powered by a
solid state electronic control and monitoring
system. The treated water is within wholesome (potable) water standards. The ions
permeate throughout all areas of water
circuits, including low usage outlets and 'dead
legs'.
'T

q

The Tarn-Pure™ system has been
developed, tested and installed worldwide
over the last 12 years in some 12,000 sites.
It has been extensively tested by
regulatory authorities and the process is
recognised in both the Health and Safety and
Hospital guidelines.
• I

E

r

N 1\LLY
Complies with potable water standards
Does not impart odours or taste
Does not require the use of chemicals or
produce toxic by-products
Does not cause eye or skin irritation
Does not pollute effluent

SKAND

•

Tarn-Pure™ stands alone as the most effective'on line'means of controlling legionella
and its harbouring biofilm, without the necessity of ongoing chemical, pasteurisation,
flushing and maintenance costs.

c .

Simple to install on existing hot and cold
water systems without disruption
Low power requirement with rOinimal
running cost
No inspection downtime needed

S

l\l

Energy saving - eliminates the need to
raise hot water temperature
No close down of facilities as routine
flushing with chlorinated water is no
longer required
Removes the requirement to fit
thermostatic blending valves for scald
prevention
Saves the cost of water used for
disinfectant flushing
Chemicals no longer required for ongoing
disinfection
Avoids the costs ofchemical corrosion to
plant, pipework and structures
Eliminates costs of installing and
running de-stratification systems on
calorifiers and hot water tanks
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994

'Ibday it is the direct responsibility of
Managers and Executives to ensure that the
public and employees at large are not exposed
to potentially fatal organisms. They must be
able to demonstrate that satisfactory and
proven methods of protection are instituted.
In addition the suppliers of treatment
systems should be able to demonstrate the
efficacy of the process, or regime, being
offered or installed.

Coppercraft Limited, Kylemore Park
West, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 5146/626 5147
Fax: 01 - 626 5813
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THE TWO GREAT NAMES
- to become the UK's leading
independent distributor of aboveground and below-ground
pipeline products.
Today it is widely known and
respected for its expertise in the
distribution of steel, copper and
plastic tubes, and all related
valves, fittings and accessories
for the mechanical services,
process and petro-chernical
industries
Colin A Wilson, Managing
Director.

hen Ashworth Frazer
Ltd opened its
dedicated Irish
company in Dublin earlier tills
year, it brought to Ireland a
wealth of experience, knowledge,
technical know-how and of
course pipeline products derived
from a continuous process of
research and development
stretching back to the turn of the
century. Established in 1906, the
Oliver Ashworth Group of
companies has since grown - by
way of acquisitions and the
establishment of new companies

W

Product
Portfolio
Steel tubes, fittings and
flanges for industrial
services;
Higher-duty steel tubes,
fittings and flanges;
General-purpose valves for
industrial services;
Process systems valves and
actuators;
Ancillary products for
industrial services such as
couplings, flange adaptors,
water meters, gauges, joint
rings, etc;
Copper tube and fittings
for plumbing;
Polyethelyne pipe, fittings
and valves for industrial
services;
Ductile iron pipes and
fittings.

By far the most signjficant
development of recent years was
the acquisition of Frazer
Pipestock Ltd.
When Oliver Ashworth
originally founded the company

Pipestock who have operated
independently in Ireland for the
past 10 years.
Together, the above-ground
products of the Ashworth
companies and the below-ground
products of Frazer Pipestock
were combined and integrated to
form the broadest range of
pipeline products available from
any single source. This unique
facility is now available to
customers in a more structured
format with the establishment of
the Ashworth Frazer Companies.
Traditional virtues and value"
such as local service and
customer care - lie at the heart of

Jim Byrne, Commercial Manager with James O'Reilly, Sales
Manager.

the emphasis was on aboveground pipeline products. This
specialisation continued right up
to 1992 when the decision was
taken to expand into belowground products. Hence the
Frazer Pipestock acquisition.
This was the then leading UK
supplier of pipes, fittings, valves
and associated equipment to the
civil engineering, water, sewage
treatment and gas industries. It
had an equally-illustrious
pedigree with a history stretching
back to 1845.

the Ashworth Frazer trading
philosophy. Hence the
establishment of a dedicated,
stand-alone, Irish operation.
Indeed, all 13 outlets within the
group function as autonomous
entities, making decisions locally
and thereby ensuring a service
and product offering which is
tailored to meet the immediate
market needs.

In fact, the company has had a

Delivery is by way of the
company's own transport fleet

presence here by way of Frazer

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss10/1
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Commitment to decentralisation
is further evidenced by the large
stocks and extensive choice of
products held on site.
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IN PIPELINE PRODUCTS
training sessions to ensure that all staff
achieve and maintain the right level of
skills and proficiency, thereby
guaranteeing customers service
excellence.

Sales - Paul Touhey with Thomas Moylan.

and independent carriers where
appropriate or necessary.

above- and below-ground pipeline
products and related accessories.
Orders received are processed

The 20,000 sq ft, purpose-designed
Dublin premises is run by Managing
Director Colin Wilson. While very
much management-led in the sense of
direction and professionalism, the
overall management structure is
sufficiently flexible to encourage and
maximise the input of all personnel.
This creates a sense of value and worth
which, apart from contributing to the
more efficient running of the busine s,
has resulted in a strong team spirit.
This in turn has translated into an air of

However, while free of the constraints
of "group management" decisionmaking, there i an extraordinary level
of inter-company cooperation. There is
no central stocking warehouse but then
again each company has immediate
access to the strengths and resources
of 12 other "sister" companies.
To ensure the flexible operation and
maximum effectiveness of thi facility,
all companies within the Ashworth
Frazer Group are on-line by way of a
tailored computer network which was
designed specifically to serve this
particular need. This is further
complemented by a rapid and regular
inter-company transport system.
In the case of Ashworth Frazer in
Dublin, this effectively tran lates into
immediate access to over 45,000

Read 'The Bible'
worth Frazer' "The
Catalope" is a unique
pubH&:sdon. Apart from
Hating the company's vast
product range in a very
dear-cut, easy-to-find,
indexed manner, is also
contains a wealth of
te<:hnical infonnation.
Not surprisingly, is has
be&:ome known as the
pipeUne industry "Bible".
Be sure to get your own
personaHsed copy.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994

Sales - David Sharp with Joe Hooper and Liam Sinclair.

immediately through the computer
system and the goods automatically
assembled and dispatched to the
specified de tination.
Additionally, the buying strength and
procurement abilities of the Group
mean that out-of-the-ordinary and
unusual product lines can be sourced
with equal efficiency. Obviously, all
products are quality assured and
endorsed by a Group-wide
accreditation to BS5750.
However, products are but one side of
the equation. People are equally
important. The company invests
significantly in people by employing
the best and conducting regular

"can do" and enthusiasm which further
enhances the service offered
cu tomers.
• A hworth Frazer held a formal
opening day at its Dublin 24 premises
on Wednesday 23 November last. Lord
Mayor of Dublin, John Gormley,
officiated at the proceedings. BSNews
will have a full report in our next issue.

Who To Contact
Ashworth Frazer Ltd,
Hibernian Industrial Estate,
Greenhills Road,
TalIaght, Dublin 24.
TeI: 01 - 452 7522;
Fax: 01 - 451 4621.
BSNews, October/November 1994 25
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment

1.5.11.5.0. 9000IEN 29000

CebInetheaters, un...........,., alrhendllng units,
radiant heeling, deatratlftcatlon units, industrial-

QUALITY SYSTEM

heating equipment, plpebendlng machines

Mark Eire B.V. Coolea. Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 026-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.

-,
\

\

With MARK, you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and return to MARK. so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent
to you.

GS/GC and cabinet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
calfto:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
l000kW.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol33/iss10/1
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Tanner:
Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
Eco-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-circulation and
extraction, from 4000 to 8000 m3/hr
standard. or any air volume on
request.

Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from 7kW to
38kW.

Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.

V

FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE - TEL: 283 9156
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TRADE NEWS

Grafton
Group UK
Acquisition

Switzer & Co £10 million
development on schedule

RACGS
Headford
Results

The Grafton Group has acquired
Lumley & Hunt Ltd, a longestablished plumbing and
heating merchant based in
Hove, England with five
branches in the Sussex area.
Consideration for the entire
issued share capital of the
company amounts to STG£1.6
ntillion in the form of cash and
loan notes. The consideration is
asset value. The business
h
annual turnover of
STG£6.5 million and has
recently been lossmaking.
Grafton views the acquisition as
a turnaround opportunity with
good profit potential.

Overall Winner:
John Brogan (1) 39pts

Class 1
Winner: Maurice Keane
(10) 34 (on back 9)
Runner Up:
John Sampson (11) 34pts
Class Il
Winner:
Gerry Buckley (15) 36pts
Runner Up: Danny Glynn
(13) 35 (on back 9)

9

Pictured inspecting work on the site of the £10 million development of 8890 Grafton Street for Switzer & Co Ltd, which is on schedule and due for
opening in February 1995, were, from left: Noman Craig, partner, PKS
(who are the construction cost consultants on this project); Bill Simpson,
Brown Thomas and Brian Roe, architect, Scott Talion Walker.

Cork H&V Supplier of the Year
Each year the members of the Cork Section, Plumbing and Heating
Contractors Association of the CIF hold a ballot to determine, in
their opinion, the plumbing and heating supplier of the year in the
Cork region. The factors taken into account in arriving at the
decision include:(a) speed and knowledge of counter staff; (b) speed and reliability
of delivery service; (c) credit facilities; (d) price of materials; (e)
level of stock; (f) back-up service.
inner this year was Irish International Trading Corporation
ocksavage, Cork. The function was held at Fitzpatricks,
Silversprings Hotel in Cork, where a presentation in the form of
certificate was made to John Lysons of Irish International Trading.
This was followed by a meal and dancing. O'Brien
Marketing/Acorn kindly sponsored the function.
Contact: Joe O'Brien. Tel: 021 - 507161.

Class III
Winner:
Jim French (19) 37pts
Runner Up:
Tom Duff (22) 35pts

Front 9
Kevin TyreIl (20) 21 pts
Back 9
Clem Whiriskey (17) 20
(Last 6)
Visitors
Winner: Norman Orminston
(l4)43pts
Runner Up: Matt Gaynor
(l8)4Ipts

Owen O'Brien, O'Brien Marketing/Acorn, sponsors with Cathal
Conlon, Chairman, Cork Plumbing and Heating Contractors; John
Lyons, Manager, Plumbing and Heating Section, Irish International
Trading; Garry O'Sullivan, O'Brien Marketing/Acorn; and Joe O'Brien,
Director, Southern Region, CIF.
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TRADE NEWS

Potterton Myson Unveils
Statesman
At a reception held in its purpose-designed training centre at its
Belgard Road headquarters in Dublin recently, Potterton Myson
unveiled the new Statesman boiler range to a select audience of
invited merchants and stockists.
Sean Hanratty, Managing Director, first welcomed the guests and
gave them a brief resume of Potterton Myson's background and
especially its Irish activities. He then handed over to National Sales
Manager Vincent Broderick who made the presentation on the new
Statesman range.
The re ult of extensive research and development programmes, the
Potterton Statesman is one of the most versatile boilers available.
Suitable for modem, fully-pumped and sealed heating systems, or
traditional gravity hot water systems, the Potterton Statesman range
is equally at home in new property or as a replacement for older
systems.
Sitting flexibility is also one of its key features. In its standard
format it can be connected to an existing sy tern using a
conventional flue (lined chimney) but a wide range of flue kits
means that it can be converted on site to a room-sealed (balancedflue) boiler giving an almost limitless range of siting opportunities.
Presently available in outputs from 45,000 Btulh to 100,000 Btu/h,
the Potterton Statesman features new styling, with a hard-wearing,
durable moulded facia and clean modern steel case designed to
blend easily into the modern kitchen. Just 565mm deep, the boiler
can be positioned backwards or forwards to line up with most
kitchen door fronts, with the flue adjusting to suit.
Similarly, the width has been tailored to fit neatly into 400mm or
500mm spaces, with clearance either side.
Contact: Vincent Broderick. Tel: 0I - 459 0870.

Potterton Myson National Sales Manager Vincent Broderick with Alan
Seary, Heatequip and Jimmy Boucher.

Satchwell Grant Onwards and Upwards
Satchwell Grand Ltd has moved to new, purpose-built
headquarters in Coolmine. Blanchardstown. The new premises
covers over 3.000 sq ft and includes extensive stores, conference
room and training room, and offices.
This move puts the company in a perfect position to build on the
improvements they have made in their service since their reorganisation in mind-1990.
The new address is unit 2A, Cool mine Industrial Estate, Porters
Road, Clonsilla, Dublin 15. Tel: 01 - 8200163; Fax: 01 - 820
0167. Contact: Sean O'Toole/Susan CaseyN alerie Johnston.
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Pictured at the R T Large/Ariston unvented water heater promotion in the
Red Cow Inn recently were Joseph Marry, Building Contractor; Kevin
Ogilvie and lan Campbell of Ariston; and Herbie Jordan of Chadwicks.
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Dan Chambers to Make
Air Handling Units
Dan Chambers Ltd recently
unveiled the first of a new line
of air handling units the
company is manufacturing
under licence from Roof Units
at a day-long product
presentation held in Jurys Hotel,
Dublin.

and Brian Hughe of Industrial
Acoustics Company's (IAC)
UK office.
Approximately ISO visitors
attended throughout the course
of the day and they were made
up of consultants, contractors
and industry personnel. The
show ran from midday through
to 8pm but broke off at around
6.30pm for the formal
presentation of Dan Chambers
Ltd's ISO 9002 Certificate by
Liam ConnelIan, Certification
Chairman of the ICQA.

The format for the day
comprised an exhibition of the
AHUs, along with
representative examples from
t
ious other product
c
ries erved by the Dan
Chambers portfolio. Also in
attendance were personnel from
the company's principals,
including Keith Hammond and
Ray Sheldon of Roof Units;
George Garside of Victoria Fan
& Engineering Supplies Ltd;
l

ISH

The day proved very succes tul
according to Dan Chambers
who said that he wa
particularly plea ed with the
reaction, even at this early
stage, to the AHUs.

International Trade Fair
Sanitation Heating Air-Conditioning

People need water, heat and air.

Frankfurt am Main

28.3.-1.4.1995

.

- . Frankfurt
Messe
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Des Buggy, Burlington Engineering with Jim Bollard, Dan Chambers Ltd
and Michael Curley of TE Lynskey.

Dan Chambers with Ken McElhinney of Varmings who won the raffle for a
weekend for two in Paris for which all visitors on the day were entered.

Everything you need ...

. . . you'll find at Frankfurt:

The international trade fair with
emphasis on sanitary installations,
heating and air-conditioning/building
services automation, will also be the
trade event in 1995. This is where the
course will be set for future progress.
At Frankfurt am Main. At the ISH.

everything about sanitary installations
with 500 exhibitors.

More than 1.900 leading manufacturers will be showing you their latest
products, innovative technology and
pathfinding ideas - more comprehensive than anywhere else in the world.
This is where information will be
exchanged, new sales opportunities
are created and worldwide contacts
developed. Because the ISH crosses
all frontiers: more than 200,000 visitors, from 84 countries, are there at
Frankfurt when decisions are reached
about the most important trends in the
trade.

everything about heating
with 600 exhibitors.
everything about air-conditioning/
building services automation,
measurement and control systems
with 450 exhibitors.
Please don't hesitate to contact us
if you need any further information.

,---------------------I ISH '95
I Feel free to contact us for further
information:
lEP International Ltd.
11-15 Tara Street
IRl-Dublin 2
Tel.: (01) 6771861
Fax: (01) 6771760

Frankfurt am Main is at the heart of
Europe - and with its international
airport it can be easily reached, fast
and direct, from all over the world.

Street

We'll see you at the ISH!

Postal code/Town

Name

IRl
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TRADE NEWS

UV: An Alternative to Water
Chlorination?
The use of ultraviolet (UV) radiation is one of the growing trends in
water disinfection. While water chlorination i still, and will remain,
the most widespread method of water disinfection for a number of
reasons, UV radiation is set to become more popular. It is a physical
water treatment process which, unlike chlorination, does not create
any new chemical complexes (chlorination by-product) and does not
change the taste, odour or the mineral composition of the water.
UV treatment can be applied successfully under conditions where
the operator has tight and reliable control over the downstream
distribution pipe network. This safely excludes the risk of reinfection due to pipe leakage; inadequately-disinfected holding
tanks without sanitary seal; pipe cross-connections; water backflow;
or other technical and maintenance shOltcomings.
How does UV water treatment work? - UV radiation i similar to
visible light but has a much higher energy level. Disinfection u es
shortwave UV-C which causes photochemical changes in the
composition of cells. These changes inhibit the processes necessary
for life and so inactivate micro-organisms. The water is irradiated
while flowing through an irradiation chamber.

Baltimore
Aircoil: Cool
in The City
Baltimore Aircoil - whose Irish
representative is RSL Ireland
Lld - recently supplied cooling
towers with special air blast
cooling coils and sound
attenuation for the unique
combined heat and power
(CHP) scheme in the heart of
the City of London.
The scheme will initially deliver
32 megawatts each of electric
power and heating to customers
within a 1/2 mile radius. In

refrigeration plant. This also
allows more electricity to be
produced from the CHP, thus
increa ing savings to customers.
Baltimore Aircoil supplied 10
cooling towers with a total
capacity of 24 MW, each fitted
with air blast cooling coils and
full intake and discharge sound
attenuation. The cooling towers
are mutli-purpose; cooling
water is circulated to the
condensers of the refrigeration
machines, the cooling systems
for the gas compressors and
alternors and to a heat
exchanger that provides a
cooled water loop directly

Contact: Water Works On Wheels. Tel: 091-82479.

West 1/16 Din Controller
With three additional plug-in output options and up to four display
variants, West's new 6100 process controller offers users greater
flexibility than even before.
The controller features auto/manual, self-tune and pre-tune,
universal input and power supply, a comprehensive alarm strategy,
and security lock as standard. The option cards allow the user to
expand the outputs to include a choice of relay/SSR, alarm or linear
output product.
The display options are equally flexible, with two 4-digit displays
providing a choice of four programmable variants. The process
variable is always displayed on the top display, but options are
available on the
bottom display to
show etpoint (not
adjustable), setpoint
(adjustable),ramping
setpoint or to
suppress this
information
altogether.
Contact: Bob Gilbert.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355.
Lfef: The new West
61001/16 Din
Controller from
Manotherm.
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Baltimore Aircoil recently supplied Cooling Towers with special air blast
cooling coils and sound attenuation for the unique combined heat and
power (CHP) scheme in the heart of the City of London.

addition, 11.6 MW of
refrigeration plant is installed to
provide chilled water for air
conditioning in nearby buildings
and for various purposes at
Smithfield Market itself.
Two 300 tonnes VI8 main
engines fired by oil and natural
ga generate the scheme's
power. Heat is recovered from
the generating plant for use by
the absorption chillers to make
chilled water.
Linking the supply of chilled
water to CHP removes the need
for each building to have its
own air conditioning

Smithfield Market. The air blast
coils cool higher temperature
water for lube oil and engine
jacket cooling.
In addition, there i an excess of
hot water during ummer 0 it is
necessary to have ameans of
rejecting unwanted heat to the
atmosphere which is done in the
air blast coils that provide up to
LI MW of cooling capacity. The
hot water in these coil is also
used to control or eliminate
pluming from the towers.
Contact: Gerry McDonagh. Tel:
01 - 450 80 I!.
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Specialists in all aspects of
Building Services Planned
Maintenance
et al.: BS News

Suppliers of
Water Chillers;
Fan Coil Units;
Split Type AlC Systems;
Computer Room AlC Syste 11·...:
Ventilation Systems;
Roof AlC Packages;
VRV Systems.

((01) 683855

Professionalism and reliability
in
after sales service

"THE COMPLETE PACKAGE" FOR AIR CONDITIONING
•

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1994

• Site Survey
• Equipment Supply
• Installation
• Commissioning
• Planned Maintenance • Emergency Service

6-8 Pembroke Lane,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
Telephone (01) 668 3855;
Fax: (01) 6683086
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~LIAfITED

THE CONTROL CENTRES
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100 - KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
* Dual four-digit display (lOmm toP. 7.5mm bottom)

* Auto/Manual. Self·Tune & Pre·Tune. Ramping Setpoint
* Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)

* Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)

* Additional plug·in outputs.
* Comprehensive alarm strategy· AND/OR & loop alarm.

* No-battery design (E 2 technology. 100 years rete

\

* IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
* RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)

PROCESS CONTROL

WE CAN OFFER:
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers

- Trip Amplifiers
-Controllers,
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters

-Dividers
- Linearisers
-PC & PLC interface
- Plug-in Modules-Eurocards

PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.

MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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